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(DIBELS Next) test

(DIBELS Next) test is used to determine a 
child's reading level and make sure that
it is above the risk limit (above the 20th 

percentile), ie children do not have
reading difficulties.



Eligible pupils based on Acadience (Dibels Next) test results

60% - labs lasītprasmes līmenis; 20% < literacy rate > 40%; 20% risk zone

Of the 20% of
children, at least7.7
children have literacy
disorders, so 12.3%
of potential risk
students will still be
helped



Four criteria for a student's literacy difficulties:

1)constant difficulties in literacy at the age of the pupil. Difficulties persist and do not
disappear, despite targeted support measures provided by a professional specialist for at
least 6 months;

2) the literacy difficulties of the child have been assessed using a standardised literacy
achievement test, finding significantly lower performance than the average for children of
the relevant age;

3) literacy difficulties are usually manifested already in the first years of study,

4) literacy disorders are not diagnosed if there is a very low level of intellectual abilities.
IQ<70; have sensory disturbances; there have been long-term school delays;

• have sensory disturbances;

• there have been long-term school delays;

• insufficient language proficiency or psychosocial state of the child has beenidentified,
the child has not received adequate teaching and support.



Acadience TM can be used for several purposes:
Latvian version of Dibels
Next literacy

• to disincluse children at 
risk of not achieving a 
sufficient level of literacy;

• identify those areas of child 
literacy that are more 
encouraged for literacy

• Monitor literacy progress 
for those receiving 
additional targeted support

• Check the effectiveness of 
the school learning support 
system



Specific reading (skills) disorders.

Reading (skills) disorders are characterized by:

• a deficit in word-reading accuracy;

• reading smoothness (speed) deficiency; 

• awareness deficit. 



3 books have been published: 

1. AcadienceTM (DIBELS Next) Latvian language test manual:
conduction in computerised environment, monitoring and
interpretation

2. Development of literacy for pupils in grades 4-6 in AcadienceTM
(DIBELS Next) measurements and effectiveness of intervention.

3. Promoting literacy: intervention classes in the context of the
AcadienceTM (DIBELS Next) test. Annexes: Workshop of literacy
promotion classes (Parts I and II). Literacy promotion class stimulator
lettering book and Literacy promotion lesson game set (color).



Literacy Assessment and Promoting System Kit:

The literacy set provides
answers on how children
who have already noticed
literacy difficulties can
receive intense support in
promoting literacy.



Literacy promotion steps:
Phonology, Fonika, Syllables, Words, Sentences, Text: 

reading smoothness; understanding of the text you read



Support lesson goal
• Promote individual components of

reading skills in a certain lagical order and
in certain contexts, taking into account
their relationship to certain cognitive
processes

• For example, phonological awareness - to
name the first sound, hear and name a
word with a certain sound in a sentence,
independently figure out words with a
certain sound. Words with a sound
position at the beginning or end of a
word.

• By conducting a phonological awareness
training (audiively, after hearing), at the
same time to promote children's desire to
act.

• Monitor progress

• Observe growth three times a year



Principle - easier and more difficult tasks
Capitalization Labyrinths - Uppercase and Lowercase Formats



Sanded uppercase and lowercase strings



Sanded rows of uppercase and lowercase syllables.



Letter lotto



Visuals of the game set: 
Promotion of letters - sound knowledge, Uppercase, lowercase letters - puzzles
Masked letter drawings.



Pairs of uppercase, lowercase letters.
Uppercase, lowercase ruler.



Pairs of uppercase, lowercase letters.
Circles of uppercase, lowercase letters, and circles with missing letter.



Read comprehension
• Raise awareness of what you read by

using tasks that provide a colorful
image as a visual aid.

• Text sentences with gradual sentence
length and complexity.

• Several answer options to train a
more complex sentence understands.

• In order to stimulate children's
interest and positive emotional
involvement, there are tasks that are
created in the form of games.

• Most tasks are performed by reading
and answering loudly, but the last task
must always be completed
independently



Read comprehension



Read comprehension



Thank you!


